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Abstract
Aims To evaluate whether the association between plasma branched-chain amino acids (BCAA) and intrahepatic lipid (IHL)
was affected by physical activity level. Furthermore, to investigate if a conventional exercise training program, a subcategory
of physical activity, could lower plasma BCAA along with alterations in IHL content in patients with type 2 diabetes
(T2DM) and people with nonalcoholic fatty liver (NAFL).
Methods To investigate the effect of physical activity on the association between plasma BCAA and IHL content, linear
regression analyses were performed in 1983 individuals from the Netherlands Epidemiology of Obesity (NEO) stratified by
physical activity frequency. Furthermore, the effect of a 12-week supervised combined aerobic resistance-exercise program
on plasma BCAA, insulin sensitivity (hyperinsulinemic–euglycemic clamp), and IHL (proton-magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy (1H-MRS)) was investigated in seven patients with T2DM, seven individuals with NAFL and seven BMI-matched
control participants (CON).
Results We observed positive associations between plasma valine, isoleucine and leucine level, and IHL content (1.29 (95%
CI: 1.21, 1.38), 1.52 (95% CI: 1.43, 1.61), and 1.54 (95% CI: 1.44, 1.64) times IHL, respectively, per standard deviation of
plasma amino acid level). Similar associations were observed in less active versus more active individuals. Exercise training
did not change plasma BCAA levels among groups, but reduced IHL content in NAFL (from 11.6 ± 3.0% pre-exercise to
8.1 ± 2.0% post exercise, p < 0.05) and CON (from 2.4 ± 0.6% pre-exercise to 1.6 ± 1.4% post exercise, p < 0.05), and
improved peripheral insulin sensitivity in NAFL as well by ~23% (p < 0.05).
Conclusions The association between plasma BCAA levels and IHL is not affected by physical activity level. Exercise
training reduced IHL without affecting plasma BCAA levels in individuals with NAFL and CON. We conclude that exercise
training-induced reduction in IHL content is not related to changes in plasma BCAA levels.
Trial registration Trial registry number: NCT01317576.

Introduction

Type 2 diabetes patients are characterized by the presence
of high levels of branched-chain amino acids (BCAA) in
plasma [1–6]. In addition, elevated systemic BCAA levels
have been reported prior to the actual onset of type 2 dia-
betes [5, 7]. Furthermore, the accumulation of plasma
BCAA levels is strongly associated with insulin resistance
[1–4, 8–11] and mitochondrial dysfunction [12, 13]. It is not
known why plasma BCAA are elevated. Some studies relate
a higher protein intake that characterize the Western diet, to
the increase of BCAA in plasma [2], however, others found
no relationship [14, 15]. In addition, it has been suggested
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that elevated plasma BCAA in individuals with T2DM
originates from a blunted inhibitory effect of insulin on
proteolysis [16–18] and/or a compromised mitochondrial
BCAA metabolism [19–22].

Recently, a cross-sectional study in the Young Finns
Study cohort including 338 middle-aged, individuals with
overweight/obesity, reported a positive association between
plasma BCAA and intrahepatic lipid (IHL) content [23].
Iwasa et al. also described a positive association between
plasma BCAA levels and IHL content [24]. In addition,
they observed that plasma BCAA levels and fasting glucose
levels decreased upon initiation of glucose-lowering therapy
[24], but it was not investigated whether the lowering of
plasma BCAA levels was associated with a lowering of IHL
content. In addition, Kaikkonen et al. showed in a 10-year
prospective study that changes in plasma BCAA levels may
predict development of nonalcoholic fatty liver (NAFL) in
the Young Finns cohort [25]. The mechanism of elevated
BCAA levels leading to hepatic fat accumulation is still
unknown. However, animal research point toward BCAA-
stimulated hepatic lipogenesis via activation of lipogenic
genes, such as SREBP-1c, FAS, and ACC [26, 27]. Taken
together, we hypothesize that elevated plasma BCAA levels
could be a contributing factor to insulin resistance, possibly
via modulation of IHL content.

We, as well as others, have previously reported that
physical activity and/or exercise training is an effective
strategy to improve insulin sensitivity and to reduce IHL
content. It is, however, never investigated whether the
reduction in IHL relates to a reduction in plasma BCAA
levels. Physical activity is defined as movement that require
energy expenditure, including walking, cycling sports, and
recreation. Exercise training, however, is a subcategory of
physical activity that is planned, structured, and repetitive
aiming to improve or maintain physical fitness [28]. Whe-
ther physical activity and/or exercise affect plasma BCAA
levels is still unknown. An observational study showed an
association between high physical activity level and low
plasma BCAA levels [29]. In contrast, a 12-week endurance
and resistance-exercise training study did not result in
reduced BCAA levels, while insulin sensitivity did improve
[30]. In these studies, IHL content has not been measured.

Based on the strong association between plasma BCAA
and IHL content and considering that physical activity level
or exercise training may affect both plasma BCAA and IHL,
we aimed to investigate whether the association between
plasma BCAA and IHL was affected by physical activity
level. Furthermore, we investigated if a conventional exer-
cise training program could lower plasma BCAA levels
along with alterations in IHL in patients with T2DM and in
people with NAFL. We hypothesized that moderate-to-high
physical activity and exercise training will result in lower
plasma BCAA levels paralleled by a decreased IHL content.

Materials and methods

Cross-sectional study

Analyses were performed in 1983 individuals from the
Netherlands Epidemiology of Obesity (NEO) study. The
NEO study includes middle-aged (45–65 year) individuals,
with an oversampling of individuals with overweight and
obesity. At baseline, information on demography, lifestyle,
and medical history was collected. Physical activity was
self-reported using the Short QUestionnaire to ASsess
Health enhancing physical activity (SQUASH). In addition,
fasting blood samples were collected, and IHL content was
quantified by proton-magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-
MRS) on a 1.5-T whole-body scanner (Philips Medical
Systems, Best, the Netherlands) as previously described
[31]. The data were collected from September 2008 until
September 2012 [31]. In 2015, plasma amino acid levels
were measured in stored samples (−80 °C) by the Night-
ingale nuclear magnetic resonance platform and levels were
standardized (i.e., mean of zero and standard deviation (SD)
of one for each metabolite). The Medical Ethical Committee
of the LUMC approved the study, and all participants gave
their written informed consent.

Intervention study

Participants

We analyzed BCAA levels in plasma samples derived from
the participants previously enrolled in the exercise inter-
vention study as published by Brouwers et al. [32]. In our
analysis, we selected seven participants with NAFL, seven
patients with T2DM, and seven BMI-matched control par-
ticipants (CON), all males, based on exercise-induced
changes in IHL. Participants had no signs of active cardiac
disease, impaired renal or hepatic function [32]. NAFL was
defined as having an IHL content of ≥5.0% [33], measured
with 1H-MRS, and a fasting plasma glucose concentration of
<7.0 mmol/l. Patients with T2DM were treated with oral
glucose-lowering agents solely and for at least 6 months
prior to the onset of the study. Participants were sedentary
and maintained their regular dietary behavior throughout the
study. Other inclusion criteria were as previously described
[32]. All data were collected at the Maastricht University
Medical Center, Maastricht, The Netherlands. The study was
approved by the local ethics committee and carried out in
compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Exercise training protocol

The 12-week combined progressive aerobic and resistance-
exercise training program, previously performed within our
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research group [32], included three exercise session per
week: two times a week aerobic cycling for 30 min at 70%
of maximal work load (Wmax) and once a week resistance
exercise including three series of ten repetitions at 60% of
the maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) with focus at
large muscle groups (chest press, leg extension, lat pull
down, leg press, triceps curls, biceps curls, abdominal
crunched, and horizontal row). MVC was predicted from
five multiple repeated maximum testing, as previously
described by Reynolds et al. [34]. Total muscle strength was
calculated as the sum of the predicted MVC for all eight
muscle groups. Warming-up and cooling-down cycling
sessions (5 min) were performed at 45% of Wmax before and
after every exercise session. The progressive exercise
training program was re-assessed for Wmax and MVC after 6
and 4 weeks, respectively, as previously described [35].
Training sessions were performed with three to four indi-
viduals at a time.

Test day including 1H-MRS and two-step clamp

The test days were performed 4 days before the start of the
exercise training protocol and between 48 and 72 h after the
last exercise bout, as previously reported [32]. In the
morning of the test day, all participants underwent 1H-MRS
on a 3-T whole-body scanner (Achieva 3Tx; Philips
Healthcare, Best, The Netherland) to measure IHL content.
Then, a primed continuous infusion of [6,6-2H2]glucose
(0.04 mg kg−2 min−1) was started after which at t= 180 min
the two-step hyperinsulinemic–euglycemic clamp (10 and
40 mUm−2 min−1) was started with target glucose value of
5–5.5 mmol/L (Supplementary Fig. 1). The 10 mUm−2 min
−1 insulin infusion step was performed for 4 h to assess
hepatic insulin sensitivity and the 40 mUm−2 min−1 step for
2 h to measure peripheral insulin sensitivity. Steele’s single-
pool non-steady state equations were used to calculate
glucose rate of appearance (Ra) and glucose rate of dis-
appearance (Rd) [36]. Endogenous glucose production
(EGP) was calculated as Ra minus exogenous glucose
infusion rate. Hepatic insulin sensitivity was computed as
percent insulin-suppressed EGP during the 10 mUm−2 min
−1 low-dose insulin phase. Peripheral insulin sensitivity was
measured by insulin-stimulated glucose disposal (Rd) under
the 40 mUm−2 min−1 high-dose insulin phase. Due to
technical difficulties, ΔRd and insulin-suppressed EGP
were determined in six patients with T2DM and six indi-
viduals with NAFL. Total plasma aromatic amino acid
(AAA) levels were computed as the sum of phenylalanine,
tryptophan, and tyrosine level. Total plasma BCAA levels
consist of the sum of valine, isoleucine, and leucine level.
The insulin-suppressive effect on total plasma BCAA levels
(in %) was calculated as the difference in total plasma
BCAA levels during the high- and low-dose insulin phase.

Further details of the clamp test were previously reported
[32].

Laboratory analysis

Arterialized blood samples were collected and immediately
centrifuged at high speed. Plasma was frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until assayed. Amino acid
levels were determined as previously described [37]. In
short, acetonitrile (200 μl) was added to 100-μl plasma for
deproteinization, vortex-mixed, and analyzed by liquid
chromatography–mass spectrometry for the measurement of
concentrated amino acid peaks. This approach, as well as
analysis sensitivity, was well validated as previously
reported [37]. Calibration curves were constructed to
determine the linear ranges of levels.

Statistics

Cross-sectional study

To correct for the oversampling of individuals with a high
BMI, all analyses in the NEO study were weighted toward
the BMI distribution of the general Dutch population. First,
we estimated the difference in amino acid levels between
men and women and between a low vs. high physical active
group (i.e., less or more than two times per week at least
30 min of moderate intensity) using linear regression ana-
lysis. Second, we performed linear regression analyses with
fasting plasma amino acid levels as exposure and ln-
transformed IHL content as outcome, adjusting for age, sex,
total body fat, alcohol intake, energy intake, and leisure
time physical activity. In addition, we tested for interaction
with sex and physical activity by adding product terms of
plasma amino acid levels with sex and physical activity in
the regression models. All reported regression coefficients
were back-transformed and represent relative changes in
IHL content per SD of plasma amino acid levels. Participant
characteristics are expressed as mean ± SD for normally
distributed data or median with interquartile ranges (IQR)
for non-normally distributed data, and differences were
assumed to be significant when p ≤ 0.05.

Exercise intervention study

Baseline comparisons between the three groups were
computed with a one-way ANOVA. Linear mixed model
analyses were used to analyze differences among groups
before and upon exercise. Bonferroni post hoc testing was
performed to correct for multiple testing. Pearson correla-
tions were used to evaluate associations between para-
meters. Sample size calculation was calculated with an α of
0.05 and a power of 80% using the formula of correlation
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sample size (Z0.05= 1.9600 and Z0.8= 0.8416). Based on
the study of Sliz et al. [23], the correlation coefficient is
expected to be r= 0.57. With the formula, we calculated a
sample size of 22 participants. Participant characteristics are
presented as mean ± SD. The (insulin-suppressed) plasma
amino acids, IHL, Rd, and EGP are presented as mean ±
SEM, and differences were assumed to be significant when
p ≤ 0.05. All analyses were computed with SPSS software
for MacOS or Windows.

Results

Cross-sectional study

In the cross-sectional analyses, we examined 1983 partici-
pants whose characteristics are reported in Supplementary
Table 1. The mean plasma levels of isoleucine, leucine, and
valine were 50.3 ± 14.7, 66.0 ± 13.7, and 153.9 ± 27.6 μmol/
l, respectively, in the 1983 individuals of the NEO study.
The correlation coefficients between dietary intake of pro-
tein, derived from food frequency questionnaires, and
amino acids were close to zero, indicating no relation with
plasma levels of isoleucine (r=−0.09, p= 0.004), leucine
(r=−0.06, p= 0.061), valine (r= 0.03, p= 0.391), phe-
nylalanine (r= 0.03, p= 0.414), tyrosine (r=−0.05,
p= 0.120), and histidine (r=−0.01, p= 0.786). The
median IHL content in men was higher than in women
(Supplementary Table 1). Median IHL content in indivi-
duals who performed 30 min of moderate intensity activity
less than two times per week was 3.3% (IQR: 1.6–7.7%)
compared with 2.0% (IQR: 1.2–5.6%) in those who per-
formed such physical activity two or more times per week.

On average, individual BCAA concentrations were sig-
nificantly higher in men than in women (p < 0.05 for all
three amino acids). Plasma BCAA levels were positively
associated with IHL content after adjusting for age, sex,
total body fat, alcohol intake, energy intake, and leisure
time physical activity. In women, the association between
BCAA levels and IHL content was somewhat stronger (p
value for interaction <0.05 for all three amino acids), than in
men (Supplementary Table 2).

Upon stratification by physical activity frequency, levels
of isoleucine, leucine, and valine were 51.9 ± 16.2, 67.1 ±
14.8, and 155.0 ± 29.9 μmol/l, respectively, in less active
individuals and 48.1 ± 12.3, 64.6 ± 12.1, and 152.3 ±
24.3 μmol/l, respectively, in more active individuals. Levels
of isoleucine and leucine were significantly lower (p < 0.001
and p < 0.005, respectively) in more active individuals
compared to less active individuals. The associations
between BCAAs and IHL content were similar in indivi-
duals with less or more than two times per week at least
30 min of moderate intensity activity (Table 1).

Intervention study

Baseline characteristics

Baseline characteristics of participants are reported in
Supplementary Table 3. The groups did not differ sig-
nificantly in age, BMI, fasting plasma FFA, aspartate ami-
notransferase, alanine aminotransferase, glutamyl
transferase, high density lipoprotein, C-reactive protein,
VO2max, andWmax. Data on compliance and exercise training
results were previously reported [32].

IHL content was significantly different among groups
(Anova p= 0.012). By design, people with NAFL had high
IHL content (≥5%). Patients with T2DM had higher IHL
content compared to CON (Fig. 1a, p < 0.05). IHL content
was not significantly different between NAFL and patients
with T2DM (Fig. 1a). Baseline peripheral insulin sensitivity
(Fig. 1b) and hepatic insulin sensitivity (Fig. 1c) were also
significantly different between groups (Anova p < 0.0001
for both). Specifically, they were ~60% and ~38%,
respectively, higher in CON compared to NAFL and
patients with T2DM (p < 0.05 for all). Glucose values
throughout the clamp are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows fasting plasma levels for total plasma
AAA (a) and total BCAA (b) levels in people with NAFL,
patients with T2DM and the CON. Data on essential amino

Table 1 Relative change in IHL content and 95% confidence intervals
per SD of plasma amino acid level in participants of the NEO study
(45–65 years), stratified by frequency of physical activity*.

Physical activity frequency p value for
interaction

<2 times per week
(n= 1307)

≥2 times per week
(n= 676)

Isoleucine 1.52 (1.43, 1.62) 1.49 (1.33, 1.67) 0.698

Leucine 1.54 (1.43, 1.66) 1.53 (1.39, 1.69) 0.945

Valine 1.28 (1.19, 1.37) 1.32 (1.20, 1.46) 0.529

Phenylalanine 1.13 (1.05, 1.22) 1.15 (1.04, 1.27) 0.745

Tyrosine 1.29 (1.21, 1.38) 1.34 (1.21, 1.48) 0.512

Histidine 1.03 (0.97, 1.10) 1.03 (0.93, 1.14) 0.927

Linear regression analysis including standardized fasting plasma
BCAA and aromatic amino acids levels as exposure and log-
transformed IHL content as outcome, and were weighted toward the
BMI distribution of the general population. Model adjusted for age,
sex, body fat %, alcohol and energy intake as well as for leisure time
physical activity and include an interaction term between the
frequency of physical activity and amino acid concentration. The
regression coefficients represent relative changes in IHL content per
SD of plasma amino acid level. Such ratio, for example 1.2, can be
interpreted as 1.2 times IHL content for each extra SD in amino acid
concentration, which would reflect an increase in IHL content from,
for example, 5–6%.

*A significant interaction with frequency of physical activity
(p < 0.05).
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acids are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2. Total plasma
AAA levels were significantly different among groups
(Anova p= 0.015), with higher levels in NAFL compared
to CON (Fig. 2a, p < 0.05). Also, total BCAA levels were
significantly different among groups (Anova p= 0.006),
with significant elevated levels in NAFL compared to CON

(Fig. 2b, p < 0.05). Of the AAA, plasma tryptophan (Fig.
2c, Anova p= 0.05), tyrosine (Fig. 2d, Anova p= 0.02),
and phenylalanine (Fig. 2e, Anova p= 0.01) were all dif-
ferent between groups with higher levels in NAFL com-
pared to CON (p < 0.05 for all). Of the BCAA, plasma
valine (Fig. 2f, Anova p= 0.011), leucine (Fig. 2g, Anova
p= 0.002), and isoleucine (Fig. 2h, Anova p= 0.02) also
differed among groups with higher levels in NAFL com-
pared to CON (p < 0.05 for all). Plasma isoleucine was also
higher in patients with T2DM compared to the CON (Fig.
2h, p < 0.05).

Associations between fasting plasma BCAA levels, IHL
content and insulin sensitivity

A positive correlation was found between fasting plasma
BCAA levels and IHL content (Fig. 3a, p < 0.05). Peripheral
insulin sensitivity expressed as insulin-stimulated glucose
disposal correlated negatively with BCAA levels (Fig. 3b,
p < 0.05). Furthermore, hepatic insulin sensitivity, expres-
sed as insulin-suppressed EGP, strongly correlated with
total BCAA levels (Fig. 3c, p < 0.01), as well with all
separate BCAA (isoleucine r= 0.62, p < 0.01, valine r=
0.54, p < 0.01, and leucine r= 0.56, p < 0.05). These results
indicate that people with high IHL content and those with
low peripheral and hepatic insulin sensitivity feature highest
plasma BCAA levels.

Differences in the insulin-suppressive effect on plasma
BCAA levels among groups

During the clamp, the insulin-suppressive effect on plasma
BCAA levels was determined as the change of plasma
BCAA levels during the high insulin phase vs. levels
measured at basal, expressed as percentage suppression.
Insulin suppression for isoleucine (Fig. 4a) and leucine (Fig.
4b) differed between groups (Anova p= 0.004 and p=
0.001, respectively) and was larger in CON compared to
both NAFL and patients with T2DM (p < 0.05 for both).
Insulin suppression of valine (Fig. 4c) differed as well
between groups (Anova p= 0.01), with lower suppression
values seen in NAFL vs. CON (p < 0.05).

Exercise training does not affect AAA and BCAA levels

Exercise training had no effect on total plasma AAA (Fig.
2a) or total BCAA (Fig. 2b) levels in NAFL, patients with
T2DM, or in CON. Also when groups were pooled, we did
not observe exercise-induced changes in total AAA (148 ±
5-μmol/l pre-exercise vs. 152 ± 5-μmol/l post exercise)
neither in total BCAA (414 ± 11-μmol/l pre-exercise vs.
425 ± 11-μmol/l post exercise). However, upon exercise,
BCAA levels between the groups lost significance

Fig. 1 Changes in IHL content, peripheral and hepatic insulin
sensitivity after exercise training. IHL content (%) (a), peripheral
insulin sensitivity expressed as the insulin-stimulated change in glu-
cose uptake (ΔRd μmo kg−1 min−1) (b), and hepatic insulin sensitivity
expressed as the insulin-suppressed EGP (%) (c) before (open bars) vs.
after (dotted bars) exercise training in people with NAFL, T2DM, and
CON. IHL was determined in n= 7 T2DM, n= 7 NAFL, and n= 7
CON, however, due to technical difficulties, ΔRd were determined in
n= 6 T2DM and n= 6 NAFL. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM and
tested using Anova for repeated measurements; *p < 0.05.
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(Supplementary Fig. 3a). These absent differences in BCAA
concentration between groups upon exercise training were
not caused by altered levels in T2DM or NAFL, but due to a
slight, nonsignificant increase in the CON (Supplementary
Fig. 3b–e).

Exercise-mediated effects on IHL content and insulin
sensitivity in people with NAFL

Exercise training mediated a reduction in IHL content in
NAFL (p < 0.05) and in CON (p < 0.05), but not in patients
with T2DM (Fig. 1a, p value Anova repeated measures
<0.0001). Exercise training improved peripheral insulin
sensitivity in NAFL (p < 0.05), but not in people with
T2DM nor in CON (Fig. 1b, p value Anova repeated
measures= 0.019). Hepatic insulin sensitivity did not sig-
nificantly change with exercise training (Fig. 1c, Anova p

value for repeated measures 0.086). After exercise training,
the associations between plasma BCAA levels with IHL
content (Fig. 3d, p= 0.05) and peripheral insulin sensitivity
(Fig. 3e, p < 0.05) persisted; however, no correlation was
seen between plasma BCAA levels and peripheral insulin
sensitivity (Fig. 3f, p= 0.96).

Exercise training did not improve the suppressive effect of
insulin on plasma BCAA levels

Exercise training had no effect on the insulin-suppressive
effect on plasma leucine (Fig. 4a), isoleucine (Fig. 4b), and
valine (Fig. 4c) in patients with T2DM, individuals with
NAFL, nor in CON. After exercise training, the insulin-
suppressive effect on plasma BCAA levels remained high-
est in CON compared to both NAFL and patients with
T2DM (p < 0.05 for both).

Fig. 2 Changes in fasting total
AAA and total BCAA levels
after exercise training. Fasting
total AAA (including
phenylalanine, tryptophan, and
tyrosine) (a) and total BCAA
(including leucine, isoleucine,
and valine) (b) measured in
plasma before (open bars) and
after (dotted bars) the exercise
program. Pre-exercise fasting
plasma levels of tryptophan (c),
tyrosine (d), phenylalanine (e),
valine (f), leucine (g) and
isoleucine (h). People with
NAFL (dots, n= 7), patients
with T2DM (squares, n= 7),
and in CON (triangles, n= 7).
Data are expressed as mean ±
SEM and tested using Anova for
repeated measurements;
*p < 0.05.
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Discussion

We here aimed to explore the relationship between plasma
BCAA levels and IHL content based on data from a Dutch
population-based study and a 12-week exercise intervention
program performed in patients with T2DM, NAFL, and
CON. We hypothesized that a conventional exercise train-
ing program lowers plasma BCAA levels along with
alterations in IHL content in patients with T2DM and in
people with NAFL. Our results indicate that the association
between plasma BCAA levels and IHL content is not

affected by physical activity level and/or exercise training.
Exercise training reduced IHL content without affecting
plasma BCAA levels in individuals with NAFL and CON.
We conclude that exercise training does not change plasma
BCAA levels, despite reductions in IHL content.

In the present study, we aimed to investigate the rela-
tionship between plasma BCAA levels and IHL content and
therefore compared amino acid levels between people with
NAFL, patients with T2DM and a BMI-matched CON. We
found that both AAA and BCAA levels were higher in
people with NAFL, who had the highest IHL content,

Fig. 3 Pearson correlations between fasting total BCAA levels and
IHL content, peripheral and hepatic insulin sensitivity. Pre-
exercise training (closed symbols): Pearson correlations between
plasma BCAA (μmol/l) levels and a IHL content (%), b peripheral
insulin sensitivity expressed as the change in insulin-stimulated glu-
cose disposal (ΔRd μmol kg−1 min−1), and c with the insulin-
suppressed EGP (%). Post-exercise (open symbols): correlations

between plasma BCAA levels and d IHL content, e peripheral insulin
sensitivity, and f with insulin-suppressed EGP (%). Correlations based
on the whole group including people with NAFL (dots, n= 7), T2DM
(squares, n= 7), and CON (triangles, n= 7), however, due to technical
differences only n= 6 T2DM and n= 6 NAFL were included for the
association with ΔRd and insulin-suppressed EGP.
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compared to both T2DM and CON. In line with this data, a
recent study demonstrated elevated plasma BCAA levels in
people with NAFL and concluded that elevated plasma
BCAA levels play a role in the progression from NAFL
toward the development of type 2 diabetes [38]. Therefore,
it seems plausible that both elevated plasma BCAA levels
and IHL content may impact insulin sensitivity.

Currently, it is not known why plasma BCAA levels are
elevated in insulin-resistant people, in patients with T2DM
or in people with NAFL. In theory, a higher protein intake
that characterize the Western diet, combined with a mis-
match in BCAA oxidation could result in an accumulation
of BCAA in plasma. There are reports of a self-
administered food frequency questionnaire, protein con-
sumption seemed to be slightly higher in people with obe-
sity when compared to lean participants [2]. Others reported
that the overall dietary pattern, rather than the dietary intake
of BCAA per se, contributes to high BCAA plasma con-
centrations thereby modulating the risk for chronic diseases
[14, 39]. Importantly, using protein intake derived from
food frequency questionnaires in the Dutch NEO cohort
showed no relation between dietary intake of protein and
BCAA levels. Several reports point however toward
diminished or altered function of the key enzymes involved
in BCAA catabolism, indicating that disturbances in BCAA
metabolism could underlie the elevated plasma levels
observed [19–22]. Since insulin inhibits amino acid release
by muscle, insulin resistance toward this inhibition may
underlie higher plasma BCAA levels in patients with T2DM
and humans with NAFL [40]. In line, results from the
present study showed a ~15% reduced peripheral suppres-
sion of plasma BCAA levels under hyperinsulinemic con-
ditions in both patients with T2DM and in people with
NAFL when compared to CON. Whether the resistance
toward insulin suppression of plasma BCAA indeed con-
tributes to elevated levels seen upon an overnight fast,
cannot be deduced from the current study.

In the present study, we observed a positive association
between plasma BCAA levels and IHL content in 1983
participants of a Dutch population-based study. This is in in
line with the results of a cross-sectional analysis in the
Young Finns Study cohort including 338 middle-aged
individuals with overweight and obesity [23]. The asso-
ciation between plasma BCAA levels and IHL content was
also supported in a smaller group of people who partici-
pated in the exercise intervention study. Whether elevated
plasma BCAA contribute to the development of NAFL
cannot be concluded from this study. A large prospective
study of Kaikkonen et al. [25] points out that higher plasma
BCAA levels precede the onset of NAFL in healthy young
individuals [25]. Therefore, it is plausible that elevated
plasma BCAA levels could contribute to a high IHL con-
tent. In line, a recent observational study evaluated rela-
tions of plasma BCAA levels and NAFL with incident type
2 diabetes [38]. It was found that elevated BCAA levels in
part mediated the associations between NAFL and type 2
diabetes. This suggests that both elevated BCAA levels and
IHL content play a role in type 2 diabetes development
[38]; however, causality cannot be concluded from the
present association analysis and needs to be further
investigated.

We found that physically active people (≥2 times per
week moderate intensity exercise for at least 30 min) had
slightly, but significant lower plasma BCAA levels. The
level of physical activity did not alter the positive associa-
tion between plasma BCAA levels and IHL content. Also,
we found that a conventional exercise program including
both resistance and endurance training was effective in
lowering IHL content in NAFL and CON, but did not
coincide with lower plasma BCAA levels. Moreover, the
association between IHL content and plasma BCAA levels
persisted upon exercise training, albeit less strong. The
exercise intervention program did also not induce changes
in plasma AAA levels. In the NEO cohort, we investigated

Fig. 4 Changes in the insulin-suppressive effect on fasting BCAA
levels after exercise training. The percentage of insulin-suppressed
leucine (a), isoleucine (b), and valine (c) measured in fasting plasma
before (solid symbols) and after exercise training (open symbols) in
people with NAFL (NAFL, dots), people with patients with type 2

diabetes (T2DM, squares) and control participants (CON, triangles).
Due to technical difficulties, the percentage of insulin-suppressed
leucine was determined in n= 6 T2DM, n= 6 NAFL, and n= 7 CON.
Data are expressed as mean ± SEM and tested using Anova for repe-
ated measurements; *p < 0.05.
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the long-term effects of physical activity on plasma BCAA
levels, while the 12-week exercise training represents the
short-term exercise-induced changes. Based on our results,
we can conclude that long-term physical activity leads to a
slightly reduction in plasma BCAA levels, but the exercise
training showed no short-term changes. In line with our
results, an observational study showed an association
between high physical activity level and low plasma BCAA
levels [29], although an exercise intervention study reported
that plasma BCAA levels in insulin-resistant individuals did
not reduce after a 12-week endurance resistance training
program [30]. These results indicate that exercise training or
physical activity differently affect plasma BCAA levels, but
not the relation between plasma BCAA and IHL content
and suggest that BCAA do not play a role in mediating the
beneficial metabolic effects of exercise training on, among
others, IHL content. The mechanism of long-term physical
activity leading to lower plasma BCAA levels is, however,
unknown and needs further research.

A limitation of the present study is that physical activity
in the observational study was self-reported with use of the
SQUASH. The main limitation of these questionnaire is that
individuals may overestimate their true rate of activity,
although, SQUASH is a previously validated tool to assess
physical activity in the Dutch population [41, 42]. Never-
theless, in our manuscript, we stratified participants into
high and low physical activity and therefore we do not
expect potential overreporting would have led to mis-
classification in these groups. In the exercise intervention
study, we were not able to investigate gender-specific
effects, which, however, is important. In these kinds of
invasive intervention studies, unfortunately only a small
number of participants can be included; however, this study
had enough power to pick up changes in insulin sensitivity
and changes in IHL, which were the main objectives of
the study.

To summarize, we showed an association between
plasma BCAA levels and IHL content in a large Dutch
populations-based study, which remained similar in strata of
physical activity frequency. Levels of isoleucine and leu-
cine were lower in more active individuals compared to less
active individuals. The present study furthermore extends
the finding of elevated plasma BCAA levels in people with
NAFL as well as the positive association with IHL content,
which was not affected after a conventional exercise train-
ing program. The exercise training program did not
decrease BCAA levels, neither was able to overcome
diminished insulin suppression of BCAA levels in people
with or without NAFL and/or T2DM. Moreover, our results
showed that lower IHL content and improved hepatic
insulin sensitivity in people with NAFL upon the exercise
training did not coincide with reduced BCAA levels. We
conclude that BCAA levels and IHL are associated, but

differently affected by physical activity and/or exercise
training.
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request.
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